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If m is the maximal ideal of a d-dimensional local Cohen-Macaulay ring A, 
then ZJ( m), the number of generators ina minimal basis of m, is bounded above 
by e(A) + d - 1 where e(A) is the multiplicity of A (see [l]). 
Recently Sally proved that if v(m) = e(A) + d - 1, then the Form ring 
of A relative tom, denoted hereafter by GA(m), is Cohen-Macaulay (see [5]). 
In this note we extend this result intwo directions. First, ifq is an m-primary 
ideal of a local Cohen-Macaulay ring A of dimension d and maximal ideal m, 
we prove that G,(q) is Cohen-Macaulay if /,(9/q”) = e(q) + (d - 1) &‘&l/q), 
where e,(M) denotes the length of the A-module M and e(q) the multiplicity of q 
(Theorem 1). 
On the other hand, if p is a prime ideal of height Iin a local Cohen-Macaulay 
ring, such that A/p is Cohen-Macaulay and G,(p) is a free A/p-module, weprove 
that if v(p) = e(A,) + r - 1 then G,(p) is Cohen-Macaulay (Theorem 2). 
In this paper all rings are supposed to be commutative noetherian d with 
identity. 
Let A be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension dand maximal ideal m, 
such that he residue field A/m is infinite. If q is an m-primary ideal in A, it is 
possible tofind a system of parameters a, ,..., adcontained in q which has the 
same multiplicity e(q). Since A is Cohen-Macaulay, a ,..., ad is a regular sequence 
in A, thus, if a = (a1 ,..., 4 e(a) = e(s) = ~,@/a) (see [71). 
LEMMA 1. With the previous notations, the following equality holds: 
~Ms2) = e(q) + (d - 1) f&W - ~dq2/ad. 
Proof. Since ais contained inq, we have 
fA’A(q/aq) = ~dq/q2) + fdq2/ady 
~&W-q) = ~,@/q) + ~,dq/aq) = ~&V4 + ~da/aq). 
Hence the desired relation follows if we prove that eA(a/aq) = d/A(A/q). If 
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[A/qld denotes the direct sum of d copies of A/q, let f: [A/q]& ---f a/aq be the -- 
homomorphism defined by f (sr ,..., ZJ = C xiai . Clearly f is surjective. 
Suppose that f(xl ,..., z~) = 0, then C xiai Eaq, hence we can write C xiai = 
C yiai wherey, Eq. Since a, ,..., adis aregular sequence, from C (xi - yi) ai = 0 
we get xi - yi E a, hence xi E q for all i. This proves that f is an isomorphism 
and completes the proof of the Lemma. 
In the following, if 1is any ideal of the ring A, G,(I) denotes the Form ring 
of A relative to I; G,(I) is the graded ring @~=,-,P/ln+l. Given any element 
a E A, we denote by a” the initial form of a relative to I; we have a” = 0 if 
a E nz=s I” and if a E It - P+l, a” is the residue class of a in It/lt+r. Further- 
more if J is any ideal inA, we shall denote by J- the homogeneous ideal of G,(I) 
generated by all initial forms of the elements ofJ. It is easy to see that J- is the 
kernel of the natural epimorphism ofgraded rings g: G,(I)-+ G&I + J/J). 
Since A is noetherian so is G,(I) and in particular /- is generated by the initial 
forms of a finite number of elements ofJ. If J = (fi ,..., f,.) it is not necessarily 
true that 1% = (fi-,..., f, -). Furthermore if i ,..., fr is a regular sequence ina 
local ring A, fiw,..., f,.- need not be a regular sequence inGA(I). 
The following result, which is proved in [6, Corollary 2.5and Proposition 2.11 
is of importance in the proof of Theorems 1and 2. 
We adopt he convention that IT = A if Y< 0 and we write ti for the largest 
integer such that fi E Iti. 
LEMMA 2. If I and J = (fi ,..., f,.) are ideals of a local ring A then fiw,..., fr-
isra G,(I) sequence if and only if fi ,..., f7 is an A-sequence and IP n J = 
lw,..., f,.- is a G,(I) sequence then J- = EC1 Ip;s for all p > 1. Furthermore ;f
w u 1 ,.a*, T * 
THEOREM 1. Let (A, m) be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension d and 
let q be an m-primary ideal. If f,(q/q”) = e(q) + (d - 1) eA(A/q), then GA(q) 
is Macaulay. 
Proof. Passing tothe ring A[X],~,I we may assume that A/m is an infinite 
field. By Lemma 1 ther exists a regular sequence a,,..., ad in q, such that if 
a = (a, ,..., ad), aq = 92. Now it is clear that ai E q - q2 and if p 3 2 qp = 
qp-la, hence qp n a = qp-la n a = qp-la. It follows from Lemma 2 that 
a, )..., ad *is a G,(q) sequence and since G,(q) has dimension d, by [2, Proposi- 
tion 4.101 this is ufficient to prove that GA(q) is Macaulay. 
Let (A, m) be a local ring and let p be a prime ideal in A; if K denotes the 
quotient offield A/p we have pn/p”m = (pn/pn+l) @A,p A/m and also p”A,/ 
v+lAp = W/P”+‘) O.-i/p K.Hence if pn/pn+l isa free A/p-module ofrank s, , 
it follows that v(p”) = w(pnA,) = s, (see [8, Korollar 2.30, p. 591). Therefore 
if p/p2 is a free A/p-module and A, is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension r,then 
w(p) < e(A,) + r - 1. 
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We use this remark in the proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let (A, m) be a local Cohen-Maaulay ring of dimension d and 
let p be a prime ideal of height Y such that A/p is Cohen-Macaulay and G,(p) is 
afree A/p-module. If v(p) = e(A,) + Y - 1, then G,(p) is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof. For all n >, 0 p”/p n+r is a free A/p-module of finite rank, say s, 
hence s, = I = v(p”A,). N ow we can find aregular sequence b,,. , b, , 
al ,..., a, in m, such that  + Y = d and b, ,..., b, E p. If we set a = (a, ,..., a,), 
then dim(A/a + p) = 0 and since A and A/p are Macaulay, h(a f p/p) = t 
(see [3, Theorem 291); thus a, ,..., a is a regular A/p-sequence. Since G,(p) is a 
free A/p-module, for every positive integer n we have pn n a = p”a (see [4, 
Lemma 1.1 and 1.31). Now let I= (p + a)/a, tt= m/a and R = A/a; then 1
is n-primary ideal inthe r-dimensional local Cohen-Macaulay ring R. Note that 
p/p+1 = (pn + a)/(p”+r + a) = p”/[p” n (pn+l + a)] = p”/(p”+l + pn n a)= 
pn/(pn+r + pnq) = pfi/p”(p + a) = (p”/p”+l) BAlp A/(a -t p); thereforeP/ln+r 
is a free R/I = A/(a + p)-module ofrank s, for all n >, 0. It follows that 
t,(P/P+l) = s,/,(R/I) = C,p(p”A,Ip”~l-~,)C,(R/I), hencetR(R/In) =
8, (Ap/pnAp) e,(R/I) for every positive integer 71. Consequently e(l) =
e(&,) tR(R/I); thus if sr = z(p) = e(A,) + Y - 1 we get R(1/12) = s,(X(R/I) = 
/,(R/I)[e(AJ + r - I] = e(1) + (Y - 1) tR(R/I). Accordingly it follows from 
Theorem 1 that G,(I) = G,(p)/ a-is Cohen-Macaulay. Now since a, ,.. ,a, 
is a regular sequence inA, ai 6 p and pn n a = pna for every positive nteger n,
by Lemma 2 we get hat a,“,..., a,”is a regular sequence inG,(p) and generate 
a-. Thus GA(p)/(al-,..., a,-) is Macaulay and finally G,(p) is hlacaulay b
[2, Proposition 4.101. 
Remark 1. In [5] Sally shows that v(m) = d, d + 1, e(m) + d - 1 are the 
only cases where G,(m) is Cohen-Macaulay for all ocal Cohen-Macaulay rings 
(A, m) of dimension d;in fact, ife is any integer 3 4 and k is a field then A = 
k[te, te+l, t+l+la is a l-dimensional local Cohen-Macaulay ring, with v(m) = 
d + 2 < e‘+ d - 2 and with G,(m) not Cohen-Macaulay. However, if (A, m) 
is a local Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension 1 and q is an m-primary ideal, one 
can show, using Theorem 1, that G,(q”) is Cohen-Macaulay forlarge n. In fact 
let N be the positive nteger such that A(A/q”) = e(q)n - p for all n 3 N, then 
lA(qn/qzn) = fA(A/q2”) - 8,(A/q”) = ne(q) = e(q”), thus by Theorem 1G,(q”) 
is Cohen-Macaulay for all n 3 N. If in particular A = k[te, te+l, t(e-l)r-l] then 
we have /,(A/tn”) = ne - $(e2 - e - 2) for all 71 > e - 1, hence G,(nt”) is
Cohen-Macaulay forall 1z > e - 1. We note that GA(nt7) isnot Cohen-Macaulay 
for = I,..., e - 2. 
Remark 2. Recall that aproper ideal p of a local ring A is said to be per- 
missible inA (as acenter for ablowing-up) if A/p is regular nd G,(p) is a free 
A/p-module. So if A is Cohen-Macaulay, p ispermissible in A and e(Ap) < 2, 
we get by Theorem 2that G,(p) is Cohen-Macaulay. 
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